To compare transvaginal ultrasound with water contrast (TVUWC) with computed tomography-based virtual colonoscopy (CTC) in the detection of bowel stenosis grade in patients affected by deep infiltrating endometriosis (DIE). Methods: IDEA criteria were used to assess DIE ultrasonographic stadiation. Patients suspected to have a rectosigmoidal localisation at the TVU (performed with a GE Voluson E8) underwent TVUWC and CTC to estimate and quantify bowel stenosis grade by percentage. Both the examination were performed and reported by high qualified sonographers and radiologists, experienced in instrumental detection and stadiation of DIE. Results: 28 patients were recruited. The two techniques showed a good concordance: CTC detected 8 (34,8%) bowel stenosis > 50%; 7 (30.4%) of them were either detected by the TVUWC examination. Stenosis < 50% was reported in 15 (65.2%) and 16 (69.6%) cases by CTC and TVUWC respectively, with a diagnostic accuracy of 85.7%. Related to CTC, TVUWC showed a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 90%; positive predictive value was 75% while the negative one was 90%. Conclusions: Our preliminary data suggest a strong concordance between TVUWC and CTC in the detection and estimation of bowel stenosis in patient affected by recto-sigmoidal DIE. We expected to apply TVUWC as a valid first line technique, alternative to CTC in addressing patient to surgery, in consideration of its simpler execution, lower costs and risks for the patient. More data are worth to be studied related to the histological data (gold standard).
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Objectives: To investigate the application value of targeted ultrasound contrast agent(MBt) with matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP2)monoclonal antibody in vasculogenic mimicry (VM) in ovarian transplantation tumour of nude mice. Methods: MBt was prepared by biotin-avidin conjugation method. The conjugation was demonstrated by immunofluorescence. The tumour transplanted subcutaneously model of SKOV3 in nude mice was established and underwent ultrasound contrast examination with MBt or control microbubbles (MBc).Relative parameters of time-intensity curves (TIC) were analysed and MMP2 expressions in vasculogenic mimicry of tumour tissues were tested by immunohistochemistry. Results: MBt carrying with MMP2 was prepared successfully.TIC showed that MBt group had time to peak in advance (P<0.01) and longer lasting time (P<0.01),there was no significant difference in peak intensity between two groups(P>0.05).The second peak value was observed in peak intensity of MBt group. High MMP2 expression was discovered by immunohistochemistry in vasculogenic mimicry of tumour tissues.
Conclusions: MBt can specifically bind to vasculogenic mimicry with specific expression of MMP2 in vivo, and be well evaluated vasculogenic mimicry of ovarian cancer. Objectives: Successful in vitro fertilisation (IVF) is achieved in 30% of the procedures only. Implantation failure can possibly be caused by dysfunction of the uterine peristalsis (UP). The IVF success rate can therefore be improved by novel methods enabling objective and non-invasive characterisation of UP. In this pilot study, strain mapping based on speckle tracking is applied on two-dimensional (2D) transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) video loops to quantify UP outside pregnancy. Methods: Three healthy women, with a natural regular cycle, underwent 4-minute TVUS during active (before ovulation) and inactive (implantation) luteal phases of the menstrual cycle. Regions Of Interest (ROIs) were chosen to include the junctional zone close to the fundus. Strain mapping was applied to calculate and visualise strain variations in the ROIs. We considered contraction as negative strain and relaxation as positive strain. The obtained strain maps were rendered with suitable colour maps; red colour for relaxation and blue colour for contraction.
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Results:
In each recording, 2D strain maps were generated along both X and Y directions. Figure 1 shows an example of strain map in X direction for both active and inactive phases. We can clearly visualise the variations in strain around the junctional zone, revealing the propagation of the peristatic movement.
Conclusions:
The obtained results suggest the feasibility of accurate strain mapping in the uterus outside pregnancy. Extension of the method to 3D will overcome the current limitations with respect to out-of-plane motion. Future work will focus on the extraction of quantitative features in relation to contraction frequency and propagation. These features will then be evaluated in different phases of the menstrual cycle.
